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Beef (Commodity) Increasing Available - Strong

Seasonal market influences and improved consumer demand will spark 

price inflation through early December.  Beware; back-to-back federal 

holidays are expected to disrupt production schedules and tighten 

supplier inventories into mid to late January.

Beverage (Coffee & Bottled 

Water)
Increasing Short - Strong

Coffee markets remain strong. The bottled water market remains 

affected as spring water supplies are problematic. Resin and freight 

issues continue to plague the category. 

Butter Increasing Available - Strong
Cream supplies are limited, but still available. Strong demand and labor 

shortages are causing inventories to decline. 

Cheese
Barrels = Increasing             

Blocks = Stable
Available - Strong Retail and foodservice demand remain strong moving into the holidays.

Disposables (Aluminum Foil) Increasing Available - Steady
Aluminum prices are nearing a 10-year high.  Foil manufacturers have 

imposed price increases of 15-20% due to continued rising cost of raw 

material.  Expect continued price increases into 2022.    

Fluid Dairy Increasing
Available - Steady (Class 1)    

Short - Strong (Class 2)

Costs are expected to increase in December on Class 1 (fluid milk) and 

Class 2 (cultured & cream) products.  With no relief expected until early 

2022, UHT cream remains critically short for the Eastern and Midwest 

regions as major plants are operating at 50% capacity due to COVID-19.

Fruits & Vegetables Canned 

(Canned Pudding & Cheese 

Sauces)

Increasing Short - Strong
Industry wide shortages of modified food starch (used extensively in the 

production of puddings and cheese sauces) continue to cause significant 

allocations and shortages. 

Fruits & Vegetables Frozen Increasing Short - Strong
Increased prices have been announced for January 2022 in several 

vegetable categories.  Frozen peas, cob corn and blueberries remain 

tight; raspberries & blackberries are out of stock. 

Imports (Dry) Increasing Short - Strong

Massive flooding in Vancouver, BC Canada has closed ports, railways and 

roads making a bad situation for imports even worse . This new 

adversity's ripple effects will ultimately impact other domestic ports and 

could create further supply chain disruptions for months to come.

Oils Stable Available - Strong

Pricing on all soybean, canola, palm, cotton, peanut, high oleic and 

blended oils still remain inflated compared to  historic levels.  Demand 

remains strong and inventories of some products may be limited.  Pricing 

may have softened slightly in some markets in recent weeks, but is not 

expected to change dramatically anytime soon.  

Pork (Commodity) Mixed Available - Steady

There is relatively low demand for commodity pork at this time. Hogs are 

grading heavier due to reduced harvest levels, so there are short supplies 

of light spare and back ribs. Butts are plentiful and pricing should remain 

fairly stable for the rest of 2021. 
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Pork (Value-Added) Mixed Mixed - Weak

Continued processor labor shortages are reducing availability of bacon 

and ham, keeping prices inflated for what is able to be produced. 

Products that use pork trim such as franks, breakfast & dinner sausage 

and pizza toppings appear to be in good supply and at seasonally-low 

costs.

Potatoes Frozen Increasing Short - Strong
Poor crop conditions exists in several growing regions. Strong demand 

coupled with increased manufacturer operating costs continue to have a 

huge impact on availability and pricing for frozen potatoes.  

Poultry (Chicken) Mixed Short – Steady

Demand for whole chickens and boneless breast meat remains high, 

leaving little spot market availability and resulting in increasing prices.  

Pricing and availability on tenders and wings are in balance, with pricing 

remaining steady near-term.

Produce (Lettuce, Broccoli, 

Potatoes & Onions)

Lettuces & Broccoli = 

Decreasing.  Potatoes & 

Onions = Increasing - 

Lettuces = Available - Steady. 

Broccoli, Potatoes & Onions = 

Short - Strong

Lettuce costs are easing but still very elevated with good quality. Broccoli 

is in very short supply with inflation due to pin rot with fair quality. The 

fall northwest potato crop onion crops were hurt by excessive summer 

heat and supplies are down, with no relief in sight until new crops arrive 

in August and April, respectively.

Seafood (Salmon) Increasing Short - Strong

Wild-caught Alaskan salmon will be in tight supply again for the first half 

of 2022, if not longer. While the 2021 Keta salmon catch was almost 

double that of the 2020 harvest, it was not enough to offset the amount 

of fish that are needed to meet demand since 2021 was only 60% of the 

2019 catch. Sockeye salmon had a remarkably high number of small fish 

caught, resulting in the lowest total pounds caught since 2014. Farm 

raised Atlantic salmon will continue to be available as a substitute, 

however pricing will be firm as demand shifts from wild-caught to farm-

raised. 

Shell Eggs Mixed  Available - Steady Market activity is moderate to good.

Sugar Stable Short - Strong

Bulk granulated, powdered and brown sugar products are expected to 

maintain current pricing levels during the holiday season.  Product is 

available to cover normal holiday demand but there are not excess 

supplies.  

All UniPro Foodservice Market Insights information is based on domestic US market data only, unless indicated otherwise. The UniPro Foodservice Market Insights update is not a 

recommendation to buy or sell a commodity.  While this update is based on sources we believe to be reliable and accurate, UniPro Foodservice does not guarantee the accuracy of the 

information presented.


